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The epidemic of depression in the us strikes 30% of most children. Right now Martin E. Seligman writes in
this provocative brand-new book, "Our children are suffering from pessimism, sadness, and passivity on As
Dr. But in this period of raising our kids to feel good, the hard truth is definitely that they have by no means
been even more depressed. These abilities provide kids with the resilience they need to approach the teenage
years and adulthood confidently. Over the last thirty years the self-esteem motion has infiltrated American
homes and classrooms with the credo that supplying positive feedback, regardless of the quality of overall
performance, can make children experience better about themselves. With this startling new research,
parents can teach kids to use optimism skills that may curb depression, boost college performance, and
improve physical health. Seligman, the best-selling writer of Discovered Optimism, and his colleagues give
parents and educators an application clinically proven to trim that risk in half. P.
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Very helpful read for this parent Liked this book immensely. It really is some weighty (but important)
reading initially, e.g. about the prevalence of childhood melancholy, but very practical and interesting after
that. Breaking the negativity cycle is hard My son is normally a bit too young because of this now. There's
been a growing focus on building self-confidence, but at the same time growing childhood depression
prices.. It means developing a healthy, realistic, and resilient method of looking at the globe and oneself. But
I've some concepts now of how exactly to guide him out of the negativity that is therefore pervasive in my
own family. Although perhaps even more beneficial for parents of older children, I found that it did help
modification my behavior a little with my toddler. There are several nice example webpages that give scripts
of things in ways to your child (from toddlers up through teenagers) that I found particularly helpful. Almost
no money has been specialized in helping regular people reach their fullest potential and live better than
normal lives. It’s brilliant. This book demonstrates how common mortals like us might help children
become assured, happy problem-solvers who look ahead within their lives. Sadly, we have yet to have such
a mental health revolution. It makes one rethink how we parented in the 90s. Great for any parent, but
especially parents of teenagers As a parent, I needed this reserve so much! So a lot of the book makes
perfect sense to me as a dad who's going through . This book is a good tool.. I wish We had known this
publication earlier. The reserve is easy to understand, and well-laid out as helpful information for teaching
both parents and children optimism - not blind positivity, but an open-eyed look at of the world that allows a
person to see the positives in situations and find answers to problems.Thankfully, the film Pumping Iron
showcased the prep for 1975 Mr. With the existing mental disorder epidemic, I believe every mother or
father should read this publication. Every mother or father, every grandparent, every instructor and
counselor should be using this publication within their daily interactions with children. It generally does not
change details. But it changes how you are feeling about and cope with them. My son is younger than the
recommend age for the program, but I've been able to adjust it to start shaping his attitude toward optimism.
Basically, I found it to be a "how to for countering the harm done by the prior few decades of fake self
esteem building" message. They are skills and attitudes that are developed by junior high school. This book
provides some explanation as to the reasons our younger . I have bought a few other books as well, mainly
to work on myself. That is an enormously important book about leading your children to new attitudes and
new outlooks, and based on solid and irrefutable scientific evidence. Breaking the negativity routine is hard,
but that is a good first step, I think. The Next Revolution: Improving Mental/Emotional States to accomplish
a far more Perfect Mind/Body Union This book really encapsulates what I believe this the largest
contributing factor to the stigma of mental health. Anyone who wants to improve their mental/emotional
state is immediately labelled as broken, also if, as an athlete, they want only to be healthier rather than not
sick. So a lot of the book makes perfect sense if you ask me as a dad who's going through hell. Olympia,
launching performing professions for Arnold Schwarzenegger and Lou Ferrigno. They heralded an exercise
revolution in which Americans grappled with the idea that physical health was more than simply the lack of
sickness. I'll reread it several times in the arriving years, I am sure.“Psychologists spend 99% of their own
time supporting troubled people become regular. The National Institute of Mental Wellness should really be
known as the National Institute of Mental Illness: almost their entire budget would go to underwriting help
for the severely troubled. E.”This book has the potential to be the missing cultural revolution of our time,
the revolution of mental fitness.g. The inoculation of kids against depression may be the starting of a fresh
era inside our society in which we recognize that mental health is a unique journey for everybody, including
those with serious debilitating diseases, however, not limited to folks are who ill and including everyone
who would like to enhance their mental/emotional says to achieve a far more perfect brain/body union. The
book even helped provide some insight for myself into my very own mental wellness. My son has been
having trouble in the last couple of years, and I have struggled to know how exactly to help him emotionally
and socially. He seems to be headed in the direction of despair, and I am very worried for his well-being. the



terms and research is pretty easy to understand as it is intended to teach our kids but the plus is certainly that
you will get to learn a lot about how we as a parent or just as a grown-up handle certain circumstances and
how exactly we can learn from the negative behaviors we have of natural pessimist. He is only ten therefore
we are starting this program within the next couple of weeks, and I am hoping that the suggestions in this
book can help him to learn the coping skills that he needs to overcome the difficult thoughts that pull him
down. My child had depression recently. Very helpful I found this book very useful in understanding not
only my kid but myself as well. I figured I would have to practice what I preach, and to provide a good
example. We realize that one's look at of the globe makes a huge difference in achievement and in joy. We
realize that some people seem to be born with a temperament that triggers them to just give up and never try
and they are miserable most of the time, while others seem born problem-solvers who experience very
confident in their own skins. how to criticize or discipline while helping to raise an optimistically resilient
child. The key take-apart is: optimism is definitely a choice. This is a great book and it has little
psychobabble This is a great book and it has little psychobabble. I enjoyed reading the descriptions of the
children in this publication and recognizing the pessimistic attitudes that are definitely weighing my boy
down.. My child is younger than the recommend ... This book is a great tool. and to provide a good example.
I've also applied it to my life and got great results. I recommend this book! Five Stars This is hands down
among the best books I've read. I have already been attempting to lay a groundwork to break through the
cycle that I observe developing in him aswell. "Optimistic" in this reserve will not mean foolishly-positive-
glass-half-full kind of feelings. This book provides some explanation as to the reasons our younger
generation's numbers are increasingly climbing on depression scales.. There exists a depression screening
device for children included in one chapter. Parents and teachers: Read This! There is a large amount of
practical advice that's quite valuable.
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